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ON THE CHERN–YAMABE FLOW
MEHDI LEJMI AND ALI MAALAOUI
Abstract. On a closed balanced manifold, we show that if the Chern scalar
curvature is small enough in a certain Sobolev norm then a slightly modified
version of the Chern–Yamabe flow [1] converges to a solution of the Chern–
Yamabe problem. We also prove that if the Chern scalar curvature, on closed
almost-Hermitian manifolds, is close enough to a constant function in a Ho¨lder
norm then the Chern–Yamabe problem has a solution for generic values of the
fundamental constant.
1. Introduction
An almost-Hermitian manifold (M,J, g) is equipped with a pair of an almost-
complex structure J and a Riemannian metric g such that g(·, ·) = g(J ·, J ·). If J is
integrable then (J, g) is a Hermitian structure. On an almost-Hermitian manifold
(M,J, g), there exists a natural connection called the Chern connection [19, 20,
16]. From it one can derive the Chern scalar curvature. In [1], Angella, Calamai
and Spotti initiated the study of an analogue of the Yamabe problem on closed
Hermitian manifolds. Namely, they examined the existence of constant Chern scalar
curvature metrics in a conformal class. The problem is then extended to the almost-
Hermitian case in [17] and it turns out that the conformal change of the Chern
scalar curvature is the same as in the integrable case. The existence of metrics
of zero Chern scalar curvature on symplectic Calabi–Yau 4-manifolds is among
the motivations to study such problem [18, Question 7.16]. For example, on the
Kodaira–Thurston manifold, which is a symplectic Calabi–Yau 4-manifold, there is
no metric of zero Riemannian scalar curvature [31, 26] (see also [18]), even though
it is well-known from the solution to the Yamabe problem [32, 29, 4, 25] that
there exists a metric of constant Riemannian scalar curvature in any conformal
class. Nevertheless, there exists on the Kodaira–Thurston manifold metrics with
vanishing Chern scalar curvature [30] (see also [9, 10]).
Now, it turns out that on a closed almost-Hermitian manifold (M,J, g), if the
fundamental constant C(M,J, [g]) [2, 5, 13, 12] (see Definition 2.1) is negative or
zero then there exists a metric in the conformal class of g with Chern scalar cur-
vature equal to the fundamental constant [7, 5, 1, 17]. In the negative case, first
Berger [7] used a variational approach to prescribe the Chern scalar curvature in
the conformal class of g when (M,J, g) is a closed Ka¨hler manifold. Angella, Cala-
mai and Spotti [1] used the continuity method to solve the Chern–Yamabe problem
when C(M,J, [g]) < 0 on any Hermitian manifold. The case C(M,J, [g]) = 0 is
quite straightforward to solve using the existence of Gauduchon metrics [5, Corol-
lary 1.9] (see also [1, 17]). As expected, the positive case is more complicated
because the PDE looses its nice analytic properties. If M is a 2-dimensional com-
pact manifold, the Chern scalar curvature is the Gaussian curvature. The problem
1
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is then variational and well-defined on the sobolev space H1,2(M) and the PDE ap-
pearing as the Euler-Lagrange equation of the energy functional is well-understood
in that case (see for instance [3, 6, 8, 24] and the references therein). In higher
dimension, a flow approach is suggested in [1] to tackle the problem.
In the present paper, after the preliminaries in §2, we prove in §3 that if the
Chern scalar curvature, on a closed almost-Hermitian manifold, is close enough to
a constant function in the Ho¨lder norm C0,α(M) then the Chern–Yamabe problem
has a solution for generic values of the fundamental constant.
Theorem 1.1. Let (M,J, g) be a closed almost-Hermitian manifold of dimension
2n and sC its Chern scalar curvature. Assume that C(M,J, [g]) /∈ σ(∆ + g(θ, d·)),
where σ(∆ + g(θ, d·)) is the spectrum of the operator ∆ + g(θ, d·) (here ∆ stands
for the Riemannian Laplacian of g and θ for the Lee form of (J, g)). Then there
exists ǫ0 > 0 such that if
‖sC − C(M,J, [g])‖C0,α < ǫ0
then there exists a conformal metric g˜ = e
2u
n g of constant Chern scalar curvature
C(M,J, [g]), where the function u is normalized by
∫
M
e
2u
n volg = 1.
In §4, we first study the Chern–Yamabe flow defined in [1], when the fundamental
constant is negative. We prove that the flow converges to a solution of the Chern–
Yamabe problem (see Theorem 4.2) and so we recover Angella–Calamai–Spotti’s
result in the negative case. Then, we restrict ourselves to a closed balanced manifold
(M,J, g) of dimension 2n and we consider a slightly modified version of the Chern–
Yamabe flow, namely
(1)

∂u
∂t
= −∆u− sC + λ(t)e
2u
n ,
u(x, 0) = 0,
where λ(t) =
∫
M
sC volg
∫
M
e
2u
n volg
. We prove then that if the Chern scalar curvature is small
enough in the Sobolev norm Hk,2(M) (with k > n) then the flow (1) converges to
a solution of the Chern–Yamabe problem.
Theorem 1.2. Let (M,J, g) be a closed balanced manifold of dimension 2n, sC its
Chern scalar curvature and k > n. There exists δ > 0 such that if ‖sC‖Hk,2 < δ
then the solution u(x, t) of the flow (1) converges to a solution of the the equation
∆u+ sC =
∫
M
sC volg∫
M
e
2u
n volg
e
2u
n ,
in the Hk,2 sense.
Finally in §5, we examine the case of a 2n-dimensional closed almost-Hermitian
manifold (M,J, g) equipped with a free action of (2n− 2)-dimensional subgroup G
of the isometry group preserving the pair (J, g). We show then the existence of a
G-invariant metric of constant Chern scalar curvature in the conformal class of g
(see Proposition 5.1).
Acknowledgments. The first named author is supported in part by a PSC-CUNY
Award # 60053-00 48, jointly funded by The Professional Staff Congress and The
City University of New York.
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2. Preliminaries
An almost-Hermitian structure on a real manifoldM of dimension 2n is given by
a pair (J, g) of an almost-complex structure J and a Riemannian metric g satisfying
g(·, ·) = g(J ·, J ·).
The almost-Hermitian structure induces the fundamental 2-form F (·, ·) := g(J ·, ·).
In general, the 2-form F is not closed and we have
dF = (dF )0 +
1
n− 1
θ ∧ F,
where d is the exterior derivative, (dF )0 is the trace-free part of dF and θ is a
1-form called the Lee form. The metric g is Gauduchon if δgθ = 0, where δg is the
codifferential defined as the adjoint of the exterior derivative with the respect to
the global inner product induced by the metric g. Gauduchon proved in [14] that
any confomal class [g] = {e
2u
n g |u : M −→ R} contains a unique Gauduchon metric
up to a constant multiple. If dF = 0 then the almost-Hermitian structure is called
almost-Ka¨hler. More generally, if θ = 0, then the metric g is said to be balanced.
On the other hand, if the almost-complex structure J is integrable then (J, g)
is actually a Hermtian structure and (M,J) is a complex manifold. A Hermitian
structure (J, g) is Ka¨hler if dF = 0.
On an almost-Hermitian manifold (M,J, g), the almost-complex structure J
is parallel with respect to the Levi-Civita connection Dg if and only if (J, g)
is Ka¨hler. We consider then the Chern connection ∇ [19, 20, 16] defined as
the unique connection satisfying ∇J = ∇g = 0 and T∇JX,JY = −T
∇
X,Y , where
T∇X,Y = ∇XY − ∇YX − [X,Y ] stands for the torsion of ∇ and X,Y are vector
fields on M (for more details see [16]). We denote by R∇X,Y = [∇X ,∇Y ] − ∇[X,Y ]
the curvature tensor of ∇ and by ρX,Y = −Λ
(
R∇X,Y
)
the first (or Hermitian) Ricci
form, defined as the trace of R∇ (here Λ stands for the contraction by the funda-
mental form F ). The 2-form ρ is actually a representative of the first Chern class
2πc1(TM, J) of M. The Chern scalar curvature
sC = Λ (ρ)
is defined as the trace of ρ.
2.1. Conformal variation. On the 2n-dimensional almost-Hermitian manifold
(M,J, g), we consider a conformal metric g˜ = e
2u
n g, where u is a smooth real-
valued function on M . Then (J, g˜) is an almost-Hermitian structure. We denote
by sC , respectively s˜C , the Chern scalar curvature of (J, g), respectively (J, g˜). We
have then the following formula for the conformal change [15, 17]
(2) ∆u + g(θ, du) + sC = s˜Ce
2u
n ,
where ∆ is the Riemannian Laplacian with respect to the metric g and θ is the Lee
form of (J, g).
Definition 2.1. Let (M,J, g) be a 2n-dimensional closed almost-Hermitian mani-
fold and g0 be the unique Gauduchon metric in [g] with total volume equals to 1.
Then the fundamental constant [2, 5, 13, 12] is (up to a factor 2)
C(M,J, [g]) =
∫
M
sC0
Fn0
n!
,
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where sC0 is the Chern scalar curvature of (J, g0) and F0 is the fundamental form
induced by (J, g0). We recall the the following observation of [5, Corollary 1.9] (see
also [1, 17])
Proposition 2.2. [5] Let (M,J, g) be a closed almost-Hermitian manifold. Then
there exists a conformal metric g˜ ∈ [g] whose Chern scalar curvature has the same
sign as C(M,J, [g]) at every point.
2.2. Chern–Yamabe problem. In [1], Angella, Calamai and Spotti initiated the
study of the Chern–Yamabe problem on closed Hermitian manifolds. Namely, they
investigated the existence of metrics of constant Chern scalar curvature in a given
conformal class. The problem was generalized to the non-integrable case in [17]. It
turns out that the conformal change of the Chern scalar curvature is the same as
in the integrable case and it is given by Equation (2).
When C(M,J, [g]) = 0, Balas [5, Corollary 1.9] proved the existence of a flat
Chern scalar curvature metric in the conformal class [g]. When C(M,J, [g]) < 0,
Angella, Calamai and Spotti [1] showed the existence of negative constant Chern
scalar curvature metric in [g] using the continuity method. We also refer to the work
of Berger [7] when the conformal [g] contains a Ka¨hler metric (or more generally
a balanced metric). As expected, the case C(M,J, [g]) > 0 is the problematic one.
On complex manifolds (M,J), C(M,J, [g]) > 0 implies by the Gauduchon pluri-
genera Theorem [13] that the Kodaira dimension is −∞. In [1], Angella, Calamai
and Spotti gave examples of positive constant Chern scalar curvature Hermitian
non Ka¨hler metrics. For instance, they deformed flat Chern scalar curvature met-
rics, using implicit function theorem, to obtain families of positive constant Chern
scalar curvature metrics. They also suggested a Chern–Yamable flow to attack the
problem. Finally, the first named author and Upmeier [17] studied the existence of
metrics of constant Chern scalar curvature on some ruled manifolds.
3. Small Oscillation case
In this section, we prove that if the Chern scalar curvature is close enough to a
constant function in the Ho¨lder norm C0,α(M) then the Chern-Yamabe problem is
solvable for generic values of the fundamental constant. On a closed Riemannian
manifold (M, g), we consider first the following equation
(3) ∆u+ S = S˜e
2u
n ,
where ∆ is the Riemannian Laplacian with respect to g and S and S˜ are given
functions in C0,α(M).
Lemma 3.1. There exists ǫ0 > 0 and a Gδ-dense set
A ⊂ Bǫ0(S) = {u ∈ C
0,α(M) | ‖S − u‖C0,α < ε0},
such that if S˜ ∈ A, Equation (3) has at least one solution.
Proof. First, we know that for a generic u ∈ C0,α(M) we have that ∆ − 2u
n
is
invertible. So we asume then that S˜ is a such generic function in C0,α(M) and that
‖S − S˜‖C0,α < ǫ0.
We consider the set
Bε = {u ∈ C
0,α(M) | ‖u‖C0,α < ε}.
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We can rewrite Equation (3) as
∆u −
2
n
S˜u = S˜ − S + S˜(e
2u
n − 1−
2u
n
).
Notice that if ‖u‖C0,α < ε then
‖S˜(e
2u
n − 1−
2u
n
)‖C0,α < Cε
2.
Now, since ∆− 2
n
S˜ is invertible, we consider the operator
T (u) = (∆−
2
n
S˜)−1(S˜ − S + S˜(e
2u
n − 1−
2u
n
))
Clearly if |S − S˜|C0,α is small, then by Schauder’s estimates we have
(4) T (Bε) ⊂ Bε.
Moreover,
‖T (u)− T (v)‖C0,α = ‖O(u
2)−O(v2)‖C0,α ≤ Cε‖u− v‖C0,α
So if ε is small enough, we do have a contraction and hence a fixed point thus a
solution to (3). 
Corollary 3.2. Let (M,J, g, F ) be a closed balanced manifold of dimension 2n and
sC its Chern scalar curvature. Assume that C(M,J, [g]) /∈ σ(∆), where σ(∆) is the
spectrum of ∆. Then there exists ǫ0 > 0 such that if
‖sC − C(M,J, [g])‖C0,α < ǫ0
then there exists a conformal metric g˜ = e
2u
n g of constant Chern scalar curvature
C(M,J, [g]), where the function u is normalized by
∫
M
e
2u
n
Fn
n! = 1.
Remark 3.3. Notice that this can be extended in full generality to the case of the
operator ∆ + g(θ, d·) with the condition C(M,J, [g]) 6∈ σ(∆ + g(θ, d·)). We deduce
then Theorem 1.1.
Also, the C0,α pinching can be weakened to an integral pinching condition. Indeed,
the only place where the condition ‖S− S˜‖C0,α < ǫ0 is used was in (4). Notice then
that if we assume instead that ‖S − S˜‖Lp < ǫ1, we have that for p >
2n
2 = n, the
elliptic regularity of the operator ∆− 2
n
S˜, combined with the Sobolev embedding,
ensures that
‖(∆−
2
n
S˜)−1(S − S˜)‖C0,α ≤ C‖S − S˜‖Lp .
The rest of the proof remains unchanged.
4. Flow Approach
Let (M,J, g) be closed almost-Hermitian manifold of dimension 2n. We denote
by volg =
Fn
n! the volume form, where F is the fundamental form induced by (J, g).
In this section, we study the Chern–Yamabe flow [1]
(5)

∂u
∂t
= −∆u− sC − g(θ, du) + λe
2u
n ,
u(x, 0) = u0 ∈ L
∞(M),
where ∆ is the Riemannian Laplacian with respect to g, sC is the Chern scalar
curvature of (J, g) and λ is a constant.
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4.1. The case C(M,J, [g]) < 0. By Proposition 2.2, we can suppose without loss of
generality that the function sC < 0 everywhere on M. We also recall the maximum
principle for parabolic equations.
Lemma 4.1. [28] Let F : R× [0, t0]→ R be a smooth function and X(t) a smooth
family of vector fields. Assume that u ∈ C∞(M × [0, t0],R) satisfies
∂u
∂t
≤ −∆u+ g(X(t),∇u) + F (u, t),
and let y(t) be the solution of 
y′ = F (y, t),
y(0) = c0.
If u(·, 0) ≤ c0 then u(x, t) ≤ y(t) for all t ∈ [0, t0].
Now, using the flow (5), we recover Angella–Calamai–Spotti’s result [1] on the
existence of negative constant Chern scalar curvature metric in [g] when the fun-
damental constant is negative.
Theorem 4.2. Suppose that C(M,J, [g]) < 0 and that sC < 0. Then for every
λ < 0 and k ∈ N, the flow (5), with u0 ∈ L
∞(M), converges to a solution of the
equation
∆u+ g(θ, du) + sC = λe
2u
n ,
exponentially in the Ck sense.
Proof. The short time existence of the flow (5) is guaranteed by the classical par-
abolic equation theory [28, 27]. Hence, there exists T > 0 such that the solution
exists for all t ∈ [0, T ). We first show that the solution is global, that is T = +∞.
We assume that, −b < sC < −a < 0. Then,
∂u
∂t
≤ −∆u+ b + λe
2u
n .
Using the maximum principle, we can compare it to the ODE
dy1
dt
= b+ λe
2y1
n ,
y1(0) = c0.
The solution of this equation takes the form
y1(t) =
n
2
ln
(
−
b
λ
c1e
2bt
n
1 + c1e
2bt
n
)
,
where
c1 =
−λe
2c0
n
b + λe
2c0
n
.
Similarly, we consider the ODE,
dy2
dt
= −a− λe
−2y2
n ,
y2(0) = c0.
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Then again,
y2(t) = −
n
2
ln
(
−
a
λ
c2e
2at
n
c2e
2at
n − 1
)
,
where
c2 =
λe
−2c0
n
a+ λe
−2c0
n
.
If we choose now c0 >> ‖u0‖L∞ , then we have by the comparaison principle that
−y2(t) ≤ u(t) ≤ y1(t).
Since y1 and y2 are bounded, then u does not blow up and exists for all time.
Moreover ‖u(t)‖L∞ is bounded. The boundedness in L
∞(M) generates then a
boundedness in C2,α(M).
We set now v = ∂u
∂t
, then v satisfies the linear parabolic equation
∂v
∂t
= −∆v − g(θ, dv) +
2λ
n
e
2u
n v.
Since λ < 0, we have the existence of β > 0 such that
‖v‖L∞ ≤ Ce
−βt.
But first, we need to fix the sign of v. So we consider h = 12v
2, then
∂h
∂t
= −v∆v − g(θ, vdv) +
2λ
n
e
2u
n v2
= −∆h+ |∇v|2 − g(θ, dh) +
4λ
n
e
2u
n h
= −∆h+ g (∇h,∇ (ln(|v|)))− g(θ, dh) +
4λ
n
e
2u
n h
Since h ≥ 0, we can compare to the linear ODE
y′ =
4λ
n
mh,
y(0) = c0,
where m = min
t∈R,x∈M
e
2u(x,t)
n . So, if c0 > ‖h(0)‖L∞, we have that
h(t, x) ≤ Ce
4mλ
n .
It follows then that
‖v(t)‖L∞ ≤ Ce
2mλ
n .
To get a better convergence we consider the function v1 = ∂iv. Then v1 satisfies
∂v1
∂t
= −∆v1 − g(θ, dv1) +
2λ
n
e
2u
n v1 − g(∂iθ, dv)− (∂ig) (θ, dv) +
4λ
n2
(∂iu) e
2u
n v,
= −∆v1 − g(θ, dv1) +
2λ
n
e
2u
n v1 +G(x, t).
So v1 satisfies the same equation as v up to the term G(x, t) which decays exponen-
tially to zero. Using the same trick, we have that ‖v1‖L∞ ≤ Ce
−βt. This implies
that ∂u
∂t
converges to zero exponentially in C1(M). Hence, the flow converges to a
solution of the desired equation in the C1 sense. Iterating this argument yields a
Ck exponential convergence for for all k > 0. 
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4.2. The case C(M,J, [g]) > 0. Wewant now to investigate the case when C(M,J, [g])
is positive. We restrict ourselves to a 2n-dimensional closed balanced manifold
(M,J, g) (so the Lee form θ = 0) and we will consider a slightly modified flow
namely
(6)

∂u
∂t
= −∆u− sC + λ(t) e
2u
n ,
u(x, 0) = 0,
where λ(t) =
∫
M
sC volg
∫
M
e
2u
n volg
, ∆ is the Riemannian Laplacian with respect to g and sc
the Chern scalar curvature of (J, g).
We denote byHk,2(M) the Sobolev space of functions onM involving derivatives
up to the order k. We want to prove that if sC is small enough in Hk,2-norm (for
k > n) then the flow (6) converges to a solution of the Chern–Yamabe problem.
The first property of the flow (6) is that
∫
M
u volg = 0 as long as the solution exists.
Indeed, if we take f(t) =
∫
M
u volg, then f(0) = 0. Moreover, we have that
f ′(t) =
∫
M
∂u
∂t
volg =
∫
M
−∆u− sC + λ(t)e
2u
n volg = 0.
Proposition 4.3. The solutions of (6) exists globally.
Proof. The short time existence is guaranteed by the classical parabolic PDE theory.
Now, suppose that the solution u exists on an interval [0, T ) where T < +∞. Let
c > 0 to be fixed later and define v = e−ctu. Then, v satisfies
∂v
∂t
= −∆v − cv − e−ctsC + λ(t)e
2vect
n
−ct.
Then, we have
∂v
∂t
≤ −∆v − cv +A0 + δe
Av,
where δ is an upper bound of λ(t), A0 an upper bound for −s
Ce−ct for t ∈ [0, T ]
and A = 2e
cT
n
. We compare then to the ODE
y′ = δeAv − cv +A0.
By looking at the phase space of this autonomous ODE, we see that the equation
has two equilibrium solutions if c is big enough, let us call them y0 < y1. So if y(0)
is chosen so that 0 < y(0) < y1, we have that y exists globally and bounded from
above. But we have from the comparison principle that
u(t) ≤ y(t)ect.
A similar bound also folds for −u. This leads to a contradiction hence T = +∞. 
Lemma 4.4. Let k > n. Then, there exists δ > 0 and ε0 > 0 such that if ‖s
C‖L2 <
δ, we have ‖u‖Hk,2 < ε0 for all t > 0.
Proof. We stress first on the fact that
∫
M
−sC + λ(t)e
2u
n volg = 0 along the flow.
Now for k big enough (k > n), the first eigenvalue of the operator −∆ on the space
Hk0 = {u ∈ H
k,2(M) |
∫
M
u volg = 0} is strictly negative hence ‖e
−t∆‖Hk0 ,Hk0 ≤
C0e
−ct. In fact, if we decompose the operator on an orthonormal basis of L2
generated by the eigenfunctions of −∆, we see that we have a stronger result.
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That is, for t > 0, there exists C > 0, such that ‖e−t∆‖Hk0 ,H00 ≤ Ce
−ct with the
convention that H0,2(M) = L2(M). The solution u(t) can be represented as
u(t) =
∫ t
0
e−(t−s)∆
(
−sC + λ(t)e
2u
n
)
dt.
So assume ‖sC‖Hk,2 < δ, since H
k,2(M) ⇀ L∞(M) for k > n, we have that
‖λte
2u
n ‖L∞ ≤ Cδe
C‖u‖
Hk,2
Hence
‖ − sC + λ(t)e
2u
n ‖L2 ≤ Cδe
‖u‖
Hk,2 .
Let t0 be the first time for which ‖u(t)‖Hk,2 = ε. Since −s
C + λ(t)e
2u
n ∈ Hk0 , we
have then
ε ≤ Cδ.
Thus if we take δ = O(ε2) we see that for ε small enough t0 cannot be reached. 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. The proof of Theorem 1.2 is in fact a straightforward con-
sequence of Lemma 4.4 and decay estimates on the time derivative. So, we need to
show the convergence of v = ∂u
∂t
to zero in the Hk,2-norm as in the proof for the
negative case. First, we observe that
∫
M
v volg = 0. Let F (t) =
1
2‖v‖
2
L2 , then
F ′(t) = −‖∇v‖2L2 + λ
′(t)
∫
M
e
2u
n v volg +
2
n
λ(t)
∫
M
v2e
2u
n volg
≤ −‖∇v‖2L2 + Cδ‖v‖
2
L2 + Cδ‖v‖
2
L2
Since
∫
M
v volg = 0 by the Poincare´ inequality, we have that ‖v‖L2 ≤ C‖∇v‖L2,
therefore, for δ even smaller, we have that
F ′(t) ≤ −cF (t)
So F decays exponentially. The rest of the proof follows then exactly like in the
negative case.

5. Case of symmetric manifolds
Let (M,J, g) be a balanced closed manifold of dimension 2n and sC its Chern
scalar curvature. In this section, we assume the existence of a subgroup G ⊂
Isom(M, g) such that dimG = 2n− 2 and G acts freely on M . Notice in this case
that M˜ = M/G has the structure of a 2-dimensional manifold. We set H1G(M) to
be the set of G-invariant H1,2(M) functions, that is
H1G(M) = {u ∈ H
1,2(M) |u(sx) = u(x), ∀x ∈M, s ∈ G}.
Notice that if u ∈ H1G(M), then u = v ◦ π where π : M → M˜ is the canonical pro-
jection and v ∈ H1,2(M˜). This method of equivariant reduction was heavily used
for critical problems such as the classical Yamabe problem in [11], the CR–Yamabe
problem in [22, 23] and the spinorial Yamabe type problem [21]. This reduction
process, usually provides a way to go from a critical setting to a subcritical setting.
In our case, the problem is super-critical, so we will use this process to move from
the super-critical setting to the critical setting which is very similar to the scalar
curvature problem on Riemann surfaces.
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We define the functional E on H1G(M) by
E(u) =
∫
M
1
2
|∇u|2 + sCu volg −
n
2
∫
M
sC volg ln
(∫
M
e
2u
n volg
)
If sC is invariant under the action of G, then the functional E is invariant under
G hence it descends to a functional on M˜ . Notice that the critical points of E
satisfy the Euler–Lagrange equation
∆u+ sC =
∫
M
sC volg∫
e
2u
n volg
e
2u
n .
Proposition 5.1. Assume that
∫
M
volg = 1. If s
C is invariant under G and∫
M
sC volg = C(M,J, [g]) < 2πn
2.
Then there exists a G-invariant metric g˜ = e
2u
n g of constant Chern scalar curvature.
Proof. The proof is classical and similar to the 2-dimensional case for the Riemann-
ian scalar curvature. Indeed, we recall first the Beckner’s Inequality. Namely, if
(Σ, h) is a Riemann surface with a Riemannian metric h and u ∈ H1,2(Σ) then
there exists a constant CΣ,h such that
ln
(∫
Σ
eu−
∫
Σ
u volh volh
)
≤
1
16π
∫
Σ
|∇u|2 volh+CΣ,h.
By G-invariance, this previous inequality can be lifted to H1G(M). Now, assume
that
∫
M
volg = 1 then for every c ∈ R we have
E(u + c) = E(u).
Thus withour loss of generality we can assume that
∫
M
u volg = 0. We have then
E(u) ≥
(
1
2
−
∫
M
sC volg
4n2π
)∫
M
|∇u|2 volg +
∫
M
sCu volg −C,
≥
(
1
2
−
∫
M
sC volg
4n2π
− ε
)∫
M
|∇u|2 volg −C,
for some constant C. So if
∫
M
sC volg < 2πn
2, the functional is coercive and the
minimization process follows to yield a minimum to the functional. 
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